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Forecast, diagnoses and predictions are three of the core issues in artificial intelligence. In many expensive, large and complex 
engineering systems such as nuclear power plants, chemical plants and space systems, the accurate and rapid (usually within a few or even 
less than one second) fault diagnoses and fault development predictions are very important, because they can help people avoid big loss 
of money and danger of safety. The failure forecast before fault is of course another important issue to these systems, because accurate 
failure forecast can help people plan focused maintenance to prevent faults. However, as high reliable systems, the data of system faults 
are rare. Moreover, usually the data of a system cannot be simply applied to another system, because systems are usually different even in 
a same type. Another realistic requirement to expert systems is to diagnose system failures never happened before, where no statistic 
data are available. Therefore, data mining is not a realistic approach in these cases. The only available knowledge for solving the diagnostic 
problems is the domain engineer's experience/knowledge based on their understanding to each specific system. The understanding is 
because engineers design, construct, operate and maintain these industrial systems. Meanwhile, the large scale and complexity such as 
involving a few hundreds or thousands of variables, the uncertain and complex causalities between variables, the uncertain delay of 
influence propagation, the dynamic system behavior during the occurrence of faults, the negative feedback mechanism, the logic cycles 
of causalities, the spurious sensor signals or some pieces of incorrect knowledge, the incomplete knowledge, the uncertain/fuzzy 
evidence, etc, are difficult to be modeled and processed in the existing intelligent systems. The newly developed DUCG (Dynamic 
Uncertain Causality Graph) methodology provides a solution to all these problems.

DUCG graphically represents the uncertain causal relationship among variables in an intuitive way, so that it is easy for domain engineers 
to use. It can represent the knowledge only in concern, which means that DUCG can be incomplete, while the exact inference in concern 
can be made. Also, causality cycles are allowed, which leads to the ability of DUCG to divide a large and complex DUCG into small and 
simple modules, where overlaps are allowed. The final DUCG is automatically composed by simply connecting individual modules 
together. Thus, the maintenance and modifications of the knowledge base become easy, because people need only to check and update 
individual modules. When dynamic evidences are received sequentially, the DUCG is dynamically simplified to exponentially reduce the 
scale and complexity of the problem (only the current problem related part remains). After this, the logic outspread is performed to 
obtain the event expressions composed of only the independent events as defined in DUCG. During the outspread, the logic cycles are 
broken. At the end of this operation, the candidate hypotheses (the possible root causes) involved in the current problem are found. 
Finally, the conditional probabilities of these hypotheses are calculated and ranked. As a result of the inference, the simplified DUCG 
graph is displayed on screen so that users know not only the inference results but also why the results. All the sequential evidences are 
included in the condition of the dynamic probabilistic reasoning. The spurious signals can be found when the observed signals/evidences 
are inconsistent with each other. Predictions can be made based on the inference results and shown graphically on screen to the users, so 
as they to know what will probably happen next. An industrial software of DUCG has been developed and is being applied to Lingdong 
Nuclear Power Plant in China.
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